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Abstract

For any cardinal� let Z� be the additive group of all integer-valued functionsf : � −→ Z. The
support off is [f ]={i ∈ � : f (i)=fi 
= 0}. Also letZ�=Z�/Z<� with Z<�={f ∈ Z� : |[f ]|<�}.
If ��� are regular cardinals we analyze the question when Hom(Z�,Z�)= 0 and obtain a complete
answer under GCH and independence results in Section 8. These results and some extensions are
applied to a problem on groups: Let the norm‖G‖ of a groupG be the smallest cardinal� with
Hom(Z�,G) 
= 0—this is an infinite, regular cardinal (or∞). As a consequence we characterize
those cardinals which appear as norms of groups. This allows us to analyze another problem on
radicals: The norm‖R‖ of a radicalR is the smallest cardinal� for which there is a family{Gi :
i ∈ �} of groups such thatR does not commute with the product

∏
i∈�Gi . Again these norms are

infinite, regular cardinals and we show which cardinals appear as norms of radicals. The results extend
earlier work (Arch. Math. 71 (1998) 341–348; Pacific J. Math. 118 (1985) 79–104; Colloq. Math. Soc.
János Bolyai 61 (1992) 77–107) and a seminal result byŁoś on slender groups. (His elegant proof
appears here in new light; Proposition 4.5.), see Fuchs [Vol. 2] (Infinite Abelian Groups, vols. I and
II, Academic Press, New York, 1970 and 1973). An interesting connection to earlier (unpublished)
work on model theory by (unpublished, circulated notes, 1973) is elaborated in Section 3.
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1. Introduction

A subfunctorR of the identity on the class of abelian groups is called aradical if
R(X/RX)= 0 for all abelian groupsX. An arbitrary abelian groupG gives rise to agroup
radicalRG, defined for all abelian groupsX by

RGX =
⋂
{Ker� : � : X→ G}.

Clearly, this is a radical. In particular,RQ = t is the torsion radical. We also mention
the Chase radical�, where� in the last display is allowed to run over homomorphisms
into arbitraryℵ1-free abelian groups. It is well-known that a radicalR of abelian groups
commutes with direct sums. However, we know of many examples which do not commute
with cartesian products. For any radicalRof abelian groups which does not commute with
arbitrary cartesian products we define the norm‖R‖ to be the least cardinal for which there
exists a family, of this size, of groupsG� such thatR

∏
G� 
= ∏

RG�, see[14]. This
norm‖R‖, if it exist, is always regular, see[6] and clearly,‖t‖ = ℵ0. Eda[10] showed that
� satisfiesℵ1�‖�‖�2ℵ0. The value‖�‖ otherwise is quite arbitrary but depends on the
underlying set theory. Moreover, Eda showed that each�G is generated by the countable
subgroups ofG with trivial dual, thus� satisfies the cardinal condition (forℵ1). But � is
not a group radical, (defined also in Section 7), see[9]. If the radicalR commutes with
arbitrary products, then we write‖R‖ =∞. In fact‖RZ‖ =∞, if there are no measurable
cardinals. This follows from a quite general theorem (see[9]) to the effect that every non-
zero slender groupG satisfies‖RG‖=ℵfm, whereℵfm denotes the first measurable cardinal,
or ‖RG‖ =∞ if the universe admits no measurable cardinal. Assuming GCH, Corner and
Göbel[6] constructed reduced productsG to show that every regular cardinal� which is
not greater than any weakly compact cardinal is the norm of a suitable group radicalRG.
Hence, it is very natural to study the case when GCH does not hold or if we are above
the first weakly compact cardinal. An inspection of the proof in[6] shows that GCH was
needed to overcome a cardinal restriction in a nice result due to Wald[27]; see also Corollary
6.2. He proved the following two theorems[27, Theorems A, B]. Let �<ℵfm be a regular
cardinal.

(i) If � is not weakly compact, then there is a subgroup 0
= U ⊆ Z� with |U |�2<� and
trivial dualU∗(=Hom(U,Z))= 0. (If GCH holds, then�= 2<�, thus|U |��.)

(ii) If � is weakly compact, andA is a group of cardinality� such that all its subgroups of
cardinality<� are torsionless, thenA is torsionless as well.

Recall that a groupA is named torsionless (by Bass) if every non-trivial element is mapped
to an non-trivial integer by some� ∈ A∗.

Thus, we will study reduced products in general, will analyze the role of weakly compact
cardinals and try to weaken the restriction 2<� above. We will also establish a link between
these group theoretic questions and two set theoretic, model theoretic conditions studied
intensively already in the 1970s, see Shelah[23]. Finally, we can look at our problem from
two sides: as the original algebraic question as well as the one translated into model theory.
Thus, we will gain a useful extension of Wald’s result and, on the other hand, settle the
question about radicals commuting with cartesian products pointed out above.
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We will proceed as follows: In the section after the set-theoretic background we will deal
with these two equivalent properties and in the next we will prove that they are equivalent to
this question on reduced product of groups and obtain the desired results with contributions
from either side. Finally, we apply the results to norms of groups (defined in the abstract)
and then to radicals.

Suppose for the moment that the cardinals�<ℵfm of our universe satisfy the following
condition:

�ℵ0 < �+� and 2� is smaller than the first weakly

inaccessible cardinal above�. (1.1)

Hereℵ+	
� = ℵ�+	. Condition (1.1) follows trivially from GCH.

Assuming (1.1) we will show that� is a norm of a group if and only if��ℵfm (if ℵfm
exists) and it is not of the form�= �+ with � weakly compact or�=∞ (if ℵfm does not
exist); see Corollary 6.3.

Moreover,� is the norm of a radical if�<ℵfm and� is either inaccessible or the successor
of a cardinal that is not weakly compact; see Theorem 7.13 and the remark after the proof.

In the closing section we will prove and discuss various consistency results related to the
above.

2. Set-theoretical preliminaries

By an ultrafilter we will mean an ultrafilter which is not principal. A cardinal� is weakly
compactif it satisfies the partition property� −→ (�)2, i.e.� is uncountable and if we write
[�]2 for the set of all subsets of cardinal 2 in�, then any function (‘partition’)f : [�]2 → 2
admits a homogeneous subset of cardinal�; recall that a subsetH of � is homogeneous
if f ([H ]2) is a singleton, see[17, p. 325]. It is well-known that measurable cardinals are
weakly compact and weakly compact cardinals are strong limit cardinals, see[17, p. 325,
327]. We will use the following notations for large cardinals.

Definition 2.1. Letℵfm,ℵfwc denote the first measurable, the first weakly compact cardinal
and similarly,ℵfwi , ℵfsi denote the first weakly inaccessible, the first strongly inaccessible
cardinal, respectively (if they exist).

Recall that a cardinal� is a strong limit cardinal if 2�<� for all �<�. It is weakly
inaccessibleif it is a regular limit cardinal and it isstrongly inaccessibleif it is a regular
cardinal which is a strong limit, see also[13,18,19].

3. Model theoretic conditions for pairs of cardinals

We will consider two propertiesp2,p3 for pairs(�, �) of infinite cardinals���, where
� is regular, but� need not be regular. Another propertyp1, specially important to us in this
connection, will be added in Section 4.
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We will deal with two variants of thepi ’s, denoted bypxi . The parameterx will be either
s (s for strong) oru (u for uniform). However, we are mainly interested in the uniform case.
If M is a model with countable vocabulary
M and�(x, y) is a formula in the language
L
M , then let�(M, a)={b ∈ M : M��(b, a)} wherea is ann-tuple inM if y is ann-tuple
of variables. For the propertypx2 we will apply the following.

Definition 3.1. Let ��� be cardinals andM�N be models in a languageL
M with a
unary predicateQ such thatQM,QN ⊆ �. Then we will say thatQM is x-bounded by some
c ∈ QN if the following holds:

(i) c /∈QM in casex = s.
(ii) d < c for all d ∈ QM in casex = u and� regular.

(iii) We assume for any formula�(x, y) in the languageL
M with a ∈ M lg(y) and
|�(M, a)|<�, thatc /∈�(N, a) in casex = s and� is singular.

If such an elementc does not exist, we will say thatQM is x-unbounded forQN .

Note that, assuming that� is regular, then (iii) is equivalent to (i).
We now express the

Property px2. The pair of infinite cardinals(�, �) with ��� satisfiespx2 (we also write
(�, �) ∈ px2) if there is a modelM with countable vocabulary
M and a universe� with two
unary predicatesQ0,Q1 and a binary predicateR representing (
=) if x = s and the order
relation< on� if x = u. Moreover,QM

0 = �, QM
1 = �. Then the following holds:

(E) If M�N is an elementary extension with universe� andQN
0 = QM

0 , thenQM
1 is

x-unbounded forQN
1 .

If (�,�) ∈ pxi , we will write� ∈ pxi . We denote byP(�) the powerset of� with inclusion.
Recall that a filterD on a boolean algebraB ⊆ P(�) is uniform ifD ∩ [�]<� = ∅, where
[X]<� = {U ⊆ X : |U |<�} for any setX. Thus, we also say thatD is s-uniform if D is not
principal andD is u-uniform if D is uniform in the usual sense, thus all elements inB are
unbounded in�.

We also have the

Property ¬px3. The pair of infinite cardinals(�, �) with ��� satisfies¬px3 (the negation
of px3, we write(�, �) /∈px3) if the following holds:

For every boolean subalgebraB ⊆ P(�) with |B|�� and any sequence

〈〈A�
n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈ �〉 with A� =:

⋂
n∈�

A�
n

of countable chains of elementsA�
n, A

� ∈ B, there is anx-uniform ultrafilterD on B with
the following property:
(∗) If � ∈ � andA�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ �, then alsoA� ∈ D.
We say thatD is weakly completeif D satisfies(∗).
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We will use the connection betweenA�
n andA� at various places. Thus,(�, �) ∈ px3

provides a boolean algebraB ⊆ P(�) of size|B|�� and a sequence〈〈A�
n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈

�〉 with A�, A�
n ∈ B such that for allx-uniform ultrafiltersD on B there is� ∈ � such that

A�
n ∈ D for all n ∈ � butA� /∈D.
We first state some basic properties of thepis. Here it is our aim to determine the following

classC as good as possible in ZFC. We summarize some results from Proposition 3.3.

Remark 3.2. The classC = {� : � ∈ ps2, �<ℵfm} of cardinals is quite large. It contains
all cardinals�� (�<ℵfm) except those that are weakly compact as well as all 2-powers 2�

for �<ℵfm. Moreover,C is closed under taking successor and singular limits. Assuming
GCH the setC is the complement of the set of all weakly compact cardinals belowℵfm.

Proposition 3.3. Let (�, �) be a pair of infinite cardinals with��� and� regular. Then
the following holds:

(i) (�, �) ∈ px2 ⇐⇒ (�, �) ∈ px3.
(ii) cf �<���, (cf �, �) ∈ pu2 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ pu2.

(iii) (�, �) ∈ ps2 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ pu2.
(iv) If ���1��2 then((�, �1) ∈ px2 ⇒ (�, �2) ∈ px2).
(v) If 2���: (�, �) /∈px2 ⇐⇒ ∃ an�1-completex-uniform ultrafilter on�.

In particular, the following holds:

(a) (�,2�) /∈ps2 ⇐⇒ ��ℵfm.
(b) (�,2�) /∈pu2 ⇐⇒ ∃ a uniform�1-complete ultrafilter on� ⇐⇒ there is a uniform

ℵfm-complete ultrafilter onℵfm.

(vi) If (�,2�) ∈ ps2, then also2� ∈ ps2.
(vii) If (�, �) ∈ ps2, then(�+, �+ �+) ∈ ps2.

(viii) Let�i (i ∈ �) be an increasing, continuous chain of cardinals with(�i ,�) ∈ ps2 and
�< supi∈� �i = �. Then also(�, �) ∈ ps2.

(ix) If �<ℵfm then2� ∈ ps2.
(x) If �= ��<ℵfm is not weakly compact, then� ∈ ps2. (Similarly, if ���� is smaller

then the first weakly inaccessible cardinal above��, then� ∈ ps2.)

Remark. From (v) follows that for all

�, �′�2� : (�, �) ∈ px2 ⇐⇒ (�, �′) ∈ px2.

From Proposition 3.3(i) and Corollary 4.6 follows ((�,2�) /∈pu2 ⇐⇒ (�,2�) /∈p1) and
by definition ofp1 this is equivalent toZ∗� 
= 0. In this form (v)(b)“⇐” is a well-known
observation due toŁoś, see[12, Remark, Vol. 2, p. 161]. For Proposition 3.3(v) we also note
that by the existence of an�1-complete ultrafilterD on� follows that�′ =min{|E| : E ⊆
D,
⋂
E /∈D}�� is a measurable cardinal, see[17, p. 297].

Proof. (i): Suppose that(�, �) ∈ px3. We want to show that(�, �) ∈ px2.
By propertypx3 we have a boolean algebraB ⊆ P(�) of cardinality�� and a sequence

of elementsA�
n, A

� ∈ B such that nox-uniform ultrafilter is weakly complete. We use this to
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determine a modelM for px2 and concentrate on our main casex=uwith � regular. LetQM
0

andQM
1 be as inpu2, B= {ai : i ∈ �} be an enumeration andPM = {(x, i) : i ∈ �, x ∈ ai}

which encodesB. We also define a 2-place functionFM : �× � −→ � ∪ {�} by

FM(x, �)=
{

min{n ∈ � : x /∈A�
n} if x /∈A�,

� if x ∈ A�.

Thus, we can express inM that

x ∈ A� ⇐⇒ (∀n ∈ � F(x, �) 
= n)⇐⇒ F(x, �)= �

and more: IfM satisfiespx2, then the proof is complete. Otherwise, we have an elementary
extensionM�N such thatpx2 does not hold forN, soN has universe�,QN

0 =QM
0 but there

is c ∈ QN
1 showing thatQM

1 is x-bounded forQN
1 . Forx = u and� regular this is case (ii)

whend < c for all d ∈ QM
1 .

LetD = {ai : i ∈ �, (c, i) ∈ PN } which is a collection of elements inB, and we show
thatD is anx-uniform ultrafilter. We check two critical properties:

If a ∈ D, thena=ai for somei ∈ � andc ∈ ai byPN . If ai, aj ∈ D, then(c, i), (c, j) ∈
PN , hencec ∈ ai, c ∈ aj and alsoc ∈ ai ∩ aj = ak for somek ∈ �. It follows (c, k) ∈ PN

and thereforeak = ai ∩ aj ∈ D. If a ∈ B, thena = ai, aj = �\a for somei, j ∈ � and
eitherc ∈ ai or c ∈ aj . Hence, eithera ∈ D or �\a ∈ D andD is an ultrafilter. Moreover,
QM

1 =� by assumption onM as inpu2 andx < c for all x ∈ QM
1 from above. Hence,a ∈ D

impliesa /∈ [�]<� andD is (u-)uniform.
We now show thatD is weakly complete. If� ∈ � andA�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ �, then
c ∈ A� ∈ B and there isi ∈ � with ai = A�. Hence,(c, i) ∈ PN andA� = ai ∈ D and
D is weakly complete indeed. The existence ofD contradicts our hypothesispu3, hencepu2
holds.

Conversely, suppose that(�, �) ∈ pu2. Then we have a modelM satisfying propertypu2.
This will be used to define a boolean algebraB and a sequence〈〈A�

n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈ �〉
which satisfypu3. Recall thatM has universe�,QM

0 = � andQM
1 = �.

If �(x, b) with b ∈ M lg(b) and� = ∃x�(x, b), then letF�(, b) be a Skolem function
interpreting� in M such thatM�∀xQ0(F�(x, b)), henceFM

� (, b) : M −→ �; see[4, p.

164]. LetF = {FM
� (, b�) : � ∈ �} be a list of these functions. TakeB′ to be the boolean

algebra of subsets of� definable with parameters in�, choose

A�
n = { ∈ � : FM

� (, b�) 
= n}
for all � ∈ � andn ∈ �. The sequence〈〈A�

n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈ �〉 is defined. Finally, letB be
the weak closure ofB′, the boolean algebra generated byB′ and{A� : � ∈ �}. If x = u it
remains to show that for any uniform ultrafilterD onB there is� ∈ � such thatA�

n ∈ D for
all n ∈ � butA� /∈D.

Suppose for contradiction that there is a uniform ultrafilterD on B which is weakly
complete, hence for all� ∈ � with A�

n ∈ D (n ∈ �) follows A� ∈ D. If �(x, y) is a
formula in the languageL of M anda ∈ M lg(y), then� =: { ∈ � : M��(, a)} is a
member ofB by definition ofB′. The following set

�= {�(, a) : �(x, y) ∈ L, a ∈ M lg(y), { ∈ � : M��(, a)} ∈ D}
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of formulas is finitely satisfiable inM. If �i (, ai) ∈ � for i < n (n ∈ �), then�i =: { ∈
� : M��i (, ai)} ∈ D and also�=⋂i<n �i ∈ D and if  ∈ �, thenM��i (, ai) for all
i < n. By the compactness theorem (see[4, p. 33]) there are elementary extensionsN � M

andc ∈ N such thatN��(c, a) for all �(x, a) ∈ �. We may assume thatM has Skolem
functions, so we can chooseN = H(M ∪ {c}) minimal as the Skolem hull ofM ∪ {c}, see
[4, p. 165]. Since{ ∈ � : M�Q1()} belongs toD, we haveQ1(x) ∈ � andN�Q1(c) by
the choice ofc. Hence,c ∈ QN

1 . If 	 ∈ �, then the interval(	,�)= { ∈ � : 	< } belongs
to D. Otherwise, its complement[0,	] belongs to the ultrafilterD, which is impossible
becauseD is also uniform. Hence,{ ∈ � : M�	< } ∈ D and therefore also	<x ∈ �, so
N�	<c and��c is an upper bound. Next we show thatQN

0 =QM
0 (which is�). Clearly,

QM
0 ⊆ QN

0 and ifd ∈ QN
0 , then there is a Skolem function withd = FN

� (c, b�) becauseN
was the corresponding Skolem hull. We may assume thatFM

� (x, b�) : M −→ QM
0 . If there

is n ∈ � such thatA�
n /∈D, then{ ∈ � : FM

� (, b�) = n} ∈ D and(F�(x, b�) = n) ∈ �.
Hence,N�F�(c, b�)=n andd =n becauseF�(x, b�) is a function. This showsQN

0 =QM
0

if A�
n /∈D. Otherwise,A�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ � and
⋂
n∈�A

�
n ∈ D by hypothesis. But from

the other hypothesisQM
0 =� and the definition of theA�

ns follows
⋂
n∈�A

�
n = ∅ which is

also impossible inD. Hence, such a weakly closedD does not exist andpu3 follows.
The proof forx = s and for singular� is similar. �

For the proof of the remaining statements in Proposition 3.3 we first formulate some
preliminary claims.

Claim 3.4. If � is a cardinal, then there is a model M with universe� and a countable
vocabulary such that the following holds:

(i) If ����� and(�, �) ∈ px2 (x ∈ {u, s}), then we can interpret in M by formulas with
parameters a submodelM�,� (depending on(�, �) only) thatM�,��(�, �) ∈ px2.

(ii) If 2���, then there are some formulas�(x, y, z) with parameters from M such that

{{� ∈ � : M��(�, �,�) : � ∈ 2�}}
is the familyP(�) of all subsets of�.

(iii) There are functionsF(x, y, z) definable in M with parameters for every�< � such
that for every� ∈ [�,�+) the sequence〈FM(i, �,�) : i < �〉 is � as the set of all
ordinals without repetition.

Proof. (i) Let 
 be a countable vocabulary with countably many functions and relation
symbols, each in a finite number of variables. For any(�, �) ∈ px2 we have a modelMx

��
with languageL
�� given by the property (px2) (for M). We may assume that
�� ⊆ 
 and
viewMx

�� as a
-model, thus

〈Mx
�� : (�, �) ∈ px2,�����, x ∈ {u, s}〉

is a well-defined sequence of
-models for any cardinal�. We define a modelM = M�
with universe�+ 1 and vocabulary
∗ derived from
 by replacing anyn-place functionF
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(relationR) by ann+ 3-place functionF ′ (relationR′). We interpretR′M by⋃
x,�,�

{〈x,�, �〉∧a : a ∈ PMx
�� , (�, �) ∈ px2,�����, x ∈ {u, s}}.

PutF ′M(a)= � if (�, �) ∈ px2 for some�����, a = 〈x,�, �〉∧a′ andFMx
��(a′)= � and

put � = 0 otherwise. Thus,M is a
∗-model with universe� + 1 and if (�, �) ∈ pu2, then
for example we can interpretMu

�� by formulas inM in an obvious manner (using strings
(u,�, �, a) with a ∈ (Mu

��)
n for a suitablen ∈ �). Thus, inM we can express(�, �) ∈ px2

for x = s, x = u.
(ii) Let {U� : �<2�} be an enumeration of all subsets of� without repetition. For each

�<2� choose a map�= ��,� : � −→ U� which is onto. Hence,��,�(�)= �(�, �,�) are
the formulas for all subsets of� when� runs through 2�. The subsets of� are obtained as
{i ∈ � : M��(i, �,�)}.

(iii) This is similar to (ii). If � is as above and� ∈ [�,�+), then|�| = � and we can
choose a bijectionFM(, �,�) : � −→ � from � onto�. For every� ∈ � there is exactly one
i < � such that�= FM(i, �,�). The claim is then immediate.�

We apply Claim 3.4(ii) to derive the next claim. Claim 3.5(ii) is only needed for singular
cardinals, a case which we only mention for completeness.

Claim 3.5. (i) If 2���,M�N andc ∈ N\M, then

(N�c <2� ⇒ ∃d ∈ N\M and N�d <�).

(ii) Let�����and�< �and let M be a model that interprets a modelM ′ that exemplifies
(�, �) ∈ pu2 and includes(�, <). Suppose thatQM

0 = �, RM = {(�,	) : �<	< �} is the
order relation< on �, M�N andQM

0 =QN
0 . If c ∈ N andN�c <�, then the following

holds for some formula�(x, a), (a ∈ lg(a)M).

N��(c, a) and |�(M, a)|<�.

Proof. (i) Let �(�, �,�) : � ∈ 2� be the list of formulas given by Claim 3.4(ii) and consider
the setU related toc in the elementary extensionN, that is

U = {i ∈ � : N��(i, c,�)} ⊆ �.

So there is a� ∈ 2� such thatU = {i ∈ � : M��(i, �,�)}. SinceM�N , this also holds in
N, we haveU = {i ∈ � : N��(i, �,�)}. This set is a subset of� by Claim 3.4(ii).

Now suppose that (3.5) does not hold, so for everyd ∈ N withN�d ∈ � follows d ∈ M.
Thus,

N�∀x ∈ � [(�(x, �,�)⇐⇒ �(x, c,�)],
but using again thatM�N , this holds inM, hencec= � by the unique representation of the
subsets. However,c /∈M and� ∈ M is a contradiction.
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(ii) If M ′,M�N are as above, then letN ′ be the interpretation ofM ′ in N, henceN�N ′
with QN

0 = QN ′
0 andc ∈ N ′ satisfiesN ′�c <�. But because ofM ′ (which is a model

for (�, �) ∈ pu2) in N ′ the set{� : �<�} is unbounded (for<). There is some� ∈ �
such thatN ′�c < �, hence also forN�c < �. Now let � = {x : x ∈ �} be the required
formula. �

Proof of Proposition 3.3 (continuation).
(ii) Suppose(cf �, �) ∈ pu2. Let cf� = �′ andM�′� be given by propertypu2. We must

find a suitable modelM ′ showing(�, �) ∈ pu2 and suggest two ways. Either consider the
modelM given by Claim 3.4(i) and chooseM ′�M such that|M ′| = � and� + 1 ⊆ M ′,
moreover, expandQ0,Q1,Q2 such thatQM ′

0 = �,QM ′
1 = �,QM ′

2 = � and show thatM ′
is as required for(�, �) ∈ pu2, or constructM ′ directly.

TakeM�′� as above withQ
M�′�
0 = � but Q′

1
M�′� = �′ andQ

M�′�
1 = �. ExpandM�′�

by adding functions from Claim 3.4. (This is all what is needed from the first suggested
proof.)

F ′ : �′ −→ � strictly increasing, continuous and unbounded,

F ′′ : � −→ �′ (� −→ F ′′(�)=min{i ∈ � : F ′(i)��}).
Now we show thatM ′ is a model for(�, �) ∈ pu2. Clearly,QM ′

0 =�,QM ′
1 =�. If M ′ is not as

required, then there is an elementary extensionM ′�N with universe�,QN
0 =� andQM ′

1 =�
is u-bounded forQN

1 , hence there is an upper boundc ∈ QN
1 such thatN�(�<c ∀� ∈ �).

Now applyF ′′, henceM�′��(� ∈ F ′′(c) ∀�<F ′′(�)= �′) which contradicts thatM�′� is
a model exemplifying(�′, �) ∈ pu2.

(iii) is trivial.
(iv) By Proposition 3.3(i) we can replacepx2 by px3. Now the proof is easy.
(v) (⇒) Again we can replacepx2 bypx3, chooseB=P(�) and let〈〈A�

n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈ �〉
all possible sequences withA�, A�

n ∈ B because 2���. By px3 there is anx-uniform,
�1-complete ultrafilter on�, because weakly complete and complete are now the same
notions.

(v) (⇐ (x = s)) Suppose that� is measurable and���, e.g.� = ℵfm. Then choose a
�-complete non-principal ultrafilterD on � (see[17, p. 297]) and letM be a model with
universe 2�, QM

0 = � andQM
1 = 2� as in the definition ofps2. Hence, there is a canonical

elementary embeddingj of M into the modelN =M�/D andj mapsQM
0 ontoQN

0 because
QM

0 is expressed by the sentence� = (∀xQ0(x) ≡ ∃n, x = n), but j mapsQM
1 properly

intoQN
1 asc = 〈� : � ∈ �〉/D ∈ QN

1 \j(QM
1 ). We may assume thatj is the identity andN

has universe 2� (as|M�/D| = 2�). Hence,M�N ,QN
0 =� andc ∈ QN

1 \QM
1 violates the

implication ofps2 and it follows(�,2�) /∈ps2.
(v) (⇐ (x=u)) By Proposition 3.3(i) we must show that(�, �) /∈pu3. There is a uniform

�1-complete ultrafilterD an�. We can enumerate its elements asD={A� : � ∈ �} because
2��� and let〈A�

n : n ∈ �〉 be all countable sequences inD. ThenD is also weakly complete
for any boolean algebraB ⊆ P(�) and(∗) of Propertypu3 holds.

(vi) Let � = 2� andP(�) = {A� : � ∈ 2�} without repetitions. IfM is a model for
(�, �) ∈ ps2, then we get a new modelM ′ with Skolem functions (w.l.o.g.) and letR be a
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binary relation such thatR(	, �) holds if	 ∈ A�. Moreover,QM
0 =QM ′

0 =� as usual, but

we replaceQ1 byQ′
1, soQ′

1
M ′ =� and letQM ′

1 = �. We claim thatM ′ exemplifies� ∈ ps2.
If M ′�N,QM ′

0 =QN
0 , then byQ′

1 we have�={� : M ′�� ∈ �}= {� : N�� ∈ �}. Suppose
M ′ is s-bounded by somec ∈ M ′\N . If A = {	 ∈ � : R(	, c)} ⊆ �, then there is� ∈ 2�

with A = A�. Hence,� ∈ 2� = � (the universe ofM ′), but c ∈ N\M ′, andN�� 
= c.
FromA = A� follows R(	, �) = R(	, c) for all 	 ∈ �, but this is a contradiction because
(by enumeration of theA�s without repetition) it follows from� 
= c that for at least one
z ∈ QM ′

1 = � we haveR(z, �) 
= R(z, c).
(vii) Let M be a model for(�, �) ∈ ps2 andM ′ a model with universe�+ �+ where we

can interpretM. We add functionsF1(x, y) such that〈F1(	, �),	< �〉 for all � ∈ [�,�+)
lists all functions on� without repetition, andF2(x) is the function withF2(F1(	, �))= 	
if 	< � ∈ [�,�+).

Claim. M ′ is a model exemplifying(�+, �+ �+) ∈ ps2.

Proof. If M ′�N andQM ′
0 =QN

0 =� andN has universe�+, then{b ∈ N : M�b ∈ �}=�
by QM

1 = �. Suppose for contradiction thatc ∈ N\M ′ is ans-upper bound andc ∈ �+,
then we distinguish two cases. Either for all� ∈ �+ follows N��<c or for some�>�
(w.o.l.g.)N�c < �. In the first case〈FN

1 (�, c) : � ∈ �+〉 is a sequence of elements in� of
length�+ which is impossible for cardinals. In the other casec = F2(F1(c, �), �) belongs
to M becauseF1(c, �) ∈ M which is also a contradiction.

(viii) Let �i (i ∈ �) be an increasing, continuous chain of cardinals with(�i ,�) ∈ ps2
and�< supi∈� = �. We claim that(�, �) ∈ ps2.

By Claim 3.4(i) we find a modelM with universe� such that for eachi ∈ �we can interpret
a modelMi showing that(�i ,�) ∈ ps2. Let F ′ : � −→ � (i −→ �i ) andF : � −→ � be
given byF(�)=min{i ∈ � : F ′(i)��} for any� ∈ �.

If i < �, thenQMi

1 = �i andM�N . We have{c : N�c <�i} = {c : M�c <�i} = �i .
Suppose thatN is s-bounded. Then there isc ∈ N\M. We may assume thatN�c ∈ �,
but thenN�F(c) = i ∈ � as cf��cf ���<� and byF ′ follows c ∈ �i\M, soMi is
s-bounded, a contradiction.

(ix) If �<ℵfm, then(�,2�) ∈ ps2 by Proposition 3.3(v)(a), hence 2� ∈ ps2 by Proposition
3.3(vi).

(x) The proof follows by induction on�<ℵfm. For � = 0 there is nothing to show. If
�= 	+ 1, then�� = 2�	 and�� ∈ ps2 by Proposition 3.3(ix). If�= �� is a singular limit
cardinal, then we can choose an increasing sequence�i (i ∈ � =: cf �<�) of cardinals
which are 2-powers at successor stages, hence members�i ∈ ps2 by (ix). Now �� ∈ ps2
follows by Proposition 3.3(viii). We may assume that� = �� is a strongly inaccessible
cardinal, but not weakly compact (the hypothesis in (x)). So there is a�-treeT = (�, <∗)
(with the tree ordering<∗ having no�-branches, see[17, p. 326](on Aronszajn�-trees).
We choose a 2-place functionF : T × T −→ T such thatF(c,	) = d if c ∈ T has level
l(c)�	 andd is an element of levell(d) = 	. Otherwise, putF(c,	) = c (which is an
arbitrary and uninteresting choice). Moreover, letF ′ = l : T −→ � (c −→ F ′(c) = l(c))

be the map assigning the level to each tree element. LetM be a model with universe� such
that for�<� (then��<�) we can interpretM� (the model telling us that�� ∈ ps2) using
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only�� as a parameter. IfM does not exemplify� ∈ ps2, there isM�N withQM
0 =QN

0 =�
and if �<�, then again{c : N�c ∈ ��} = {c : M�c ∈ ��} = ��; let c ∈ N\M be an
s-bound for�<�, henceN�F ′(c)��. It follows that〈F1(c,	) : 	<�〉 is a�-branch ofT
which is too long, a contradiction.�

Lemma 3.6. If � is a weakly compact cardinal, then the following holds:

(i) � /∈ps2.
(ii) If �<�<ℵfm and� is a not weakly compact limit cardinal, then� ∈ ps2.

Proof. (i) If � is weakly compact then any expansion ofM= (H(�), ) by countably many
relations and functions has aproperelementaryendextensionN, i.e. there isM ≺ N and
(a ∈ H(�), N�b ∈ a) ⇒ b ∈ M; see[7, p. 184, 185]. ConsiderQM

0 = �, QM
1 = � as

in the definition ofps2, thenQM
1 is s-bounded becauseN is an end extension. Hence, (i)

follows.
(ii) Choose a chain of suitable cardinals and apply Proposition 3.3(x).�

We also note

Observation 3.7. (i) If � ∈ ps2, then(�, �) ∈ ps2.
(ii) (ZFC+GCH)If �< �<ℵfm are cardinals and� is not weakly compact, then(�, �) ∈

ps2.

Proof. (i) If � ∈ ps2, then(�, �) ∈ ps2 by definition ofps2 and trivially (�, �) ∈ ps2 for all
���.

(ii) If �< �, then 2� = �+�� by GCH. If 2�< � and (�, �) /∈ps2, then ��ℵfm by
Proposition 3.3(v)(a), a contradiction. So� = 2�, then� ∈ ps2 by Proposition 3.3(ix).
Hence, Observation 3.7(i) applies and the lemma follows.�

We summarize results from Lemma 3.6, Observation 3.7 and Proposition 3.3 as a

Corollary 3.8 (ZFC+GCH). Let�<ℵfm be a cardinal. Then

� ∈ ps2 ⇐⇒ � is not weakly compact.

Recall thatℵ+	
� =: ℵ�+	 for all ordinals	. Corollary 3.8 shows Remark 3.2 and we

wonder if GCH can be replaced by a weaker hypothesis. Inspection of the proof shows that
the following two assumption are sufficient to characterize cardinals<ℵfm with property
ps2 (in C):

Remark 3.9. If all cardinals�<ℵfm satisfy the conditions:
�ℵ0 < �+� and 2� is smaller than the first weakly inaccessible cardinal above�, then a

cardinal smaller thanℵfm has the propertyps2 (belongs toC) if and only if it is not weakly
compact.
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4. An equivalent group theoretic condition for pairs of cardinals

It is convenient to introduce at this point a notation for reduced products. Given a family
of groupsG� (� ∈ �) indexed by a cardinal�, we shall write

red∏
�∈�

G� =
∏
�∈�

G�

/
<�∏
�∈�

G�,

where
∏<�

�∈�G� is the subgroup of all elements in
∏

�∈�G� of support<�. In particular,
the standard notation for powers and reduced powers ofZ become

Z� =
∏
�∈�

Z, Z<� =
<�∏
�∈�

Z and Z� =
red∏
�∈�

Z.

The canonical epimorphism from product to reduced product will be denoted by�, or often
simply a bar. We follow the tradition and abbreviate Hom(G,Z)=G∗.

For I ⊆ �, write eI ∈ Z� for the characteristic function

eI =
∑
i∈I

ei .

Note that inZ�

eI 
= 0⇐⇒ |I | = �.

The first part of the following lemma is obvious and the second part is the Wald–Łoś
lemma, see[26] or for example[11, Proposition 3.4, p. 30]or [15]. The proof uses that for
regular uncountable cardinals� the filterF� = {X ⊆ � : |�\X|<�} is �-complete.

Lemma 4.1. (i) |Z�| = |Z�| = 2�.
(ii) If � is regular, uncountable, G ⊆ ∏red

�∈�G� is a reduced product for some family of
groupsG� and|G|<� ⇒ ∃G′ ⊆∏

�∈�G� and a homomorphism� : G −→ G′ such that
��= idG′ .

Observation 4.2. Suppose�= cf �<�. Then there is an embeddingZ� ↪→ Z�.

Proof. Let�i (i ∈ �) be an increasing sequence of cardinals converging to�, and let�0=0.
We define a homomorphism

� : Z� −→ Z�


∑

�∈�

x�e� −→
∑
	∈�

y	e	




with y	 = x� for all 	 ∈ [��,��+1). It follows thatZ<�� ⊆ Z<�, and the induced homo-
morphismZ� −→ Z� is injective. �

Note thatZ� for cardinals� with cf �>ℵ0 is ℵ1-free (by Lemma 4.1(ii)), so there are
many even free subgroupsT ⊆ Zk with non-trivial dual. Nevertheless there are also many
subgroups with trivial dual; they are related to the propertyp1.
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Property p1. The pair of infinite cardinals(�, �)with ��� satisfiedp1 (we write(�, �) ∈
p1) if for anyJ ⊆ � with |J |=� there is a groupG=GJ with Z<� ⊆ G ⊆ Z� andeJ ∈ G
such that|G/Z<�|�� and(G/Z<�)∗ = 0. Again� ∈ p1 stands for(�, �) ∈ p1.

Example 4.3. � ∈ p1.

Proof. Choose an infinite subsetJ of � and findG ⊆ Z� with eJ ∈ G andG/Z(�)

�Q. �

Proposition 4.4. For (�, �) a pair of cardinals with��� the following holds:

(i) If (�, �) /∈pu3, then for any group G withZ<� ⊆ G ⊆ Z� and1 
= |G/Z<�|�� follows
(G/Z<�)∗ 
= 0.

(ii) (�, �) ∈ p1 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ pu3.

Proof. (i) Suppose that(�, �) /∈pu3. If G is a group satisfying the hypothesis of (i), then we
want to show that(G/Z<�)∗ 
= 0.

If z ∈ Z, we shall consider thez-support of anyg =∑�∈� g�e� ∈ G to be the set

[g]z = {� ∈ � : g� = z},
hence[g] =⋃0
=z∈Z [g]z is the usual support. Fix a bijection� : Z −→ � with 0�= 0 and

rename[g]z = A
g
n if z� = n. We also consider the boolean algebraB generated by these

A
g
n (n ∈ �, g ∈ G) as a subalgebra ofP(�). If g ∈ Z<�, then let[g] = ∅ and using cosets

we can choose[g] = [g′] for anyg ≡ g′modZ<�. Thus,|B|� |G/Z<�|��. We also have
sequences

〈〈Agn : n ∈ �〉 : g ∈ G)
(which we could label by� because|G/Z<�|��). Moreover, we add the elementsAg =:⋂
n∈�A

g
n (g ∈ G) as generators toB. The assumptions onpu3 are satisfied. By(�, �) /∈pu3

there is a uniform ultrafilterD on B such that(∗) in propertypx3 holds, thusD is weakly
complete. Now we define a homomorphism� : G −→ Z and let

g�= z⇐⇒ A
g

z�−1 ∈ D.

The map is well-defined: IfAgm,A
g
n ∈ D andm 
= n, thenAgm ∩ Agn = ∅ by definition of

support, but thenAgm∩Agn=∅ ∈ D is a contradiction. Ifg�= z andg′�= z′, then we must
show that(g+g′)�=z+z′. However,[g]z�−1, [g′]z′�−1 ∈ D andY =[g]z�−1∩[g′]z′�−1 ∈ D
as well, but then(g+ g′)�Y is the constant function with valuez+ z′, the linearity follows.

There isg ∈ G\Z<�, which has support[g] of size�. We may replaceG by G[g], the
restriction of all elements ofG to those of support[g]. This new group, an epimorphic image
of the old one, is also calledG. Now g has support[g] = � ∈ D and[g]0 = ∅. If g� = 0,
then∅= [g] ∈ D, which is impossible. Hence,� 
= 0. On the other hand, anyx ∈ Z<� has
[x]0 = � up to a set of size<�. We have�\[x]0 /∈D becauseD is uniform and[x]0 ∈ D
becauseD is an ultrafilter, hencex�= 0. So� induces a non-trivial homomorphism from
G/Z<� and(G/Z<�)∗ 
= 0, and (i) is shown.
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(ii) If (�, �) /∈pu3 andG=GJ is a group satisfying the hypothesis ofp1, then (i) applies
and(G/Z<�)∗ 
= 0, hence(�, �) /∈p1. �

In Section 7 we require a stronger form of the converse of the last proposition, which we
show next. Recall from the last proof that[f ]z={i ∈ � : fi=z} ⊆ � for anyf ∈ Z�, z ∈ Z.
Also recall that a pure subgroupK of the group of bounded, integer-valued functions on
� is a Specker group if with anyf ∈ K andz ∈ Z also the characteristic functione[f ]z
belongs toK; see[12, Vol. 2, p. 172]. This notion extends naturally to subgroups ofZ�,
thusK ⊆ Z� is aSpecker groupif againe[f ]z ∈ K for all f ∈ K, z ∈ Z. Moreover, we say
thatK is closed under stretched copies of the Baer–Specker group if for anyf ∈ U follows
Pf =: ∏z∈Z e[f ]zZ ⊆ U . Note thatf ∈ Pf�Z� for some���. The latter condition
clearly implies Specker.

Proposition 4.5. Let(�, �) be a pair of infinite cardinals with���=�ℵ0 and suppose that
(�, �) ∈ pu3 holds. For each setJ ⊆ � of size|J |=� there is a test groupTJ=GJ/Z

<� ⊆ Z�
with Z<� ⊆ GJ ⊆ Z� closed under stretched Baer–Specker groups(in particular T is a
Specker group) containing the elementeJ and with the following additional properties.

(i) 1 
= |TJ |��.
(ii) Hom(TJ ,H)= 0 for any slender group H(in particular (�, �) ∈ p1).
(iii) Hom(TJ ,X) = 0 (∀J ⊆ �) ⇒ Hom(Z�, X) = 0 for any reduced, torsion-free

group X.

Proof. (i) will be obvious by construction, and the addition in (ii) is immediate from (ii)
becauseZ is slender. We fixJ ⊆ �, may assume|J | = � and suppress the indexJ in the
proof.

(i) (The construction ofT.) By pu3 there are a boolean algebraB ⊆ P(�)with |B|�� and
a sequence〈〈A�

n : n ∈ �〉 : � ∈ �〉 with A�
n ∈ B andA� =: ⋂n∈�A

�
n. As �= �ℵ0 we can

assume thatB is closed under countable intersections, in particularA� ∈ B for all � ∈ �.
For any uniform ultrafilterD on B there is� ∈ � with A�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ � butA� /∈D.
(There is no weakly completeD.) We also may assume thatJ ∈ B and must find (fromB)
Z<� ⊂ G ⊆ Z� such thateJ ∈ G, T = TJ =G/Z<�, |T |�� and Hom(T ,H)= 0 for all
slender groupsH.

If B�
n =

⋂
i�n A

�
n, then alsoB�

n ∈ B andB� =: ⋂n∈� B
�
n =

⋂
n∈�A

�
n = A�. Hence, if

A�
n ∈ D for all n ∈ �, then alsoB�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ � and we can assume thatA�
0 = �

and〈A�
n : n ∈ �〉 is a descending chain converging toA�. Now letC�

n =: A�
n\A�

n+1 for
all n ∈ � andC� =⋃n∈� C

�
n . It follows that

A�
n ∈ D for all n ∈ � ⇐⇒ C�

n /∈D for all n ∈ �

usingA�
n+1 = A�

n ∩ (C�
n)
c and induction onn. Moreover,A� = �\C�, thus

A� ∈ D ⇐⇒ C� /∈D.

The setsC�
n (n ∈ �) are pairwise disjoint and therefore the following elementsg�h ∈ Z�

are well-defined. Leth : � −→ Z be any function and defineg�h =∑i∈� g�h(i)ei ∈ Z�
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componentwise by

g�h(i)=
{
h(n) if i ∈ C�

n (n ∈ �),
0 if i ∈ A�.

If h : � −→ Z runs over all maps, we obtain a ‘stretched’ copy of the Baer–Specker
groupZ� insideZ� and let

G= 〈g�h, eA : h ∈ �Z, � ∈ �, A ∈ B〉 ⊆ Z�.

It is obvious by the definition thatG is closed under stretched Baer–Specker groups; in
particularG is a Specker subgroup ofZ� and trivially 2ℵ0 � |G|.

(ii) Suppose for contradiction that there are a slender groupH and a homomorphism
0 
= � ∈ Hom(G,H) with (G ∩ Z<�)�= 0. Consider the set

I = {A ∈ B : ∀X ⊆ A,X ∈ B ⇒ eX�= 0},
so � is ‘hereditarily’ 0 onA andI ⊆ B ⊆ P(�). Clearly, I by definition is downwards
closed. IfA1, A2 ∈ I andX ⊆ A=A1∪A2, then we partitionX=X1∪X2 withX1=X∩A1
andX2 = X\X1. Hence,eX = eX1 + eX2 andeX� = 0 is immediate, soI is also closed
under finite unions. Next we show thatI is also closed under the relevant countable unions:

If C�
n ∈ I for all n ∈ � then alsoC� ∈ I . (4.1)

If X ⊆ C� andX ∈ B, then letXn=X∩C�
n and define the homomorphism� : Z� −→ Z�

for anyv =∑n∈� vnen by

v�(i)=
{
vn if i ∈ Xn for somen ∈ �,
0 if i ∈ �\X.

Note thatv�=∑n∈� vneXn ∈ G. If e�=∑n∈� en ∈ Z�, thenen�= eXn ande��= eX.
SinceX ∈ B andXn ⊆ C�

n ∈ I alsoXn ∈ I and thereforeen��= eXn�=0. Thus,��=0
sinceH is slender. In particular, 0= e��� = eX� for anyX ⊆ C� with X ∈ B, hence
C� ∈ I and (4.1) is shown.

Next we show that

B/I is a finite boolean algebra. (4.2)

Otherwise, there areCn ∈ B\I (n ∈ �) which are pairwise disjoint moduloI, i.e.
Cn ∩ Cm ∈ I for all n 
= m. We can choose new representativesC′n = Cn\⋃l�n Cl ∈ B,
hence these newCn’s (calledCn again) are pairwise disjoint. LetC=⋃n∈� Cn and choose
� ∈ � such thatC�

n = Cn for all n ∈ �. This is possible, because w.l.o.g. we can add all
corresponding sequences(An ⊆ �)n∈� to the list given bypu3. Only here we use that�ℵ0=�.
We have thateC� , eC�

n
∈ G andeC�

n
� 
= 0 for all n ∈ �. Next we define a homomorphism

� : Z� −→ Z� (v −→ v�) as above with

v�(i)=
{
vn if i ∈ C�

n for somen ∈ �,
0 if i ∈ �\C�.
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By definition of G it follows that v� ∈ G, hence�� : Z� −→ H is a well-defined
homomorphism, anden(��)= eC�

n
� 
= 0 for all n ∈ �. This contradicts slenderness ofH.

SoB/I is finite.
If B = I , theneC�

n
� = 0 for all � ∈ � andn ∈ �, henceg�h� = 0 for all � ∈ � and

h ∈ �Z. Hence,G�= 0 contrary to our choice� 
= 0.
If B 
= I , then we can choose an atomA/I ∈ B/I with A ⊆ � from the finite non-

trivial boolean algebra and we also choose an ultrafilterD on B disjoint to I such that
A ∈ D. From (G ∩ Z<�)� = 0 it follows that |X| = � for all X ∈ D, soD is uniform.
Finally, we want to show thatD is weakly complete, which then will contradict the as-
sumptionpu3: If A�

n ∈ D for all n ∈ �, thenA� ∈ D. In terms ofC�, C�
n this is equivalent

to say
(∗) If C� ∈ D, thenC�

n ∈ D for somen ∈ �.
If C�

n ∩ A /∈ I for somen ∈ �, thenC�
n ∈ D and(∗) holds. Otherwise,C�

n ∩ A ∈ I

for all n ∈ � and w.l.o.g. we can find	 ∈ � such thatC	
n = C�

n ∩ A for all n ∈ �.

Hence,C	
n ∈ I for all n ∈ �. But then alsoC	 =⋃

n∈� C
	
n ∈ I becauseI is countably

closed by (4.1). Hence,C� ∩ A= C	 ∈ I and fromA ∈ D followsC�\A /∈D, asD is an
ultrafilter. SoC� = (C�\A)∪ (C� ∩A) is a partition withC� ∩A ∈ I , soC� ∩A /∈D and
C�\A /∈D. Hence,C� /∈D and(∗) holds trivially. SoD is weakly complete, this is a final
contradiction.

(iii) We prove the contrapositive. Suppose that Hom(Z�, X) 
= 0, whereX is reduced and
torsion-free. This means that there exists a non-zero homomorphism� : Z� −→ X which
vanishes onZ<�. Consider the Nöbeling subgroupB of Z� of all bounded, integer-valued
functions on�, which is generated by alleI (I ⊆ �); see[22]. SinceZ�/B is divisible,
the restriction��B cannot vanish, so there exists a subsetJ ⊆ � such thateJ� 
= 0. This
requireseJ /∈Z<�, in other words|J | = �. But theneJ ∈ GJ andeJ ∈ TJ =GJ/Z

<� is a
test group. Let� be the map induced by�. TheneJ � = eJ� 
= 0, and we conclude that
0 
= ��TJ ∈ Hom(TJ ,X), which contradicts the assumption of (iii).�

The last two propositions give an immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.6. Let (�, �) be a pair of infinite cardinals with��� = �ℵ0. Then(�, �) ∈
pu3 ⇐⇒ (�, �) ∈ p1.

Lemma 4.7. If (�, �) ∈ p1 and�= �ℵ0 < � where� is regular, thenHom(Z�,Z�)= 0.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that 0
= � ∈ Hom(Z�,Z�)= 0. We view� as

� : Z� −→ Z� with Z<��= 0.

By the same argument as above (using the Nöbeling subgroup ofZ�) we findJ ⊆ � such
thateJ� 
= 0. Hence,|J |=� and chooseG =: GJ with eJ ∈ G ⊆ Z� byp1 andZ<� ⊆ G.
Thus,G�= T� 
= 0 with T =G/Z<�, T ∗ = 0 and|T |��< �. By Lemma 4.1(ii) follows
that the group 0
= T� is isomorphic to a subgroup ofZ� and there are obvious non-trivial
homomorphisms (projections fromZ�) � : T� −→ Z, hence 0
= �� : T −→ Z contradicts
T ∗ = 0. �
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Remark. From the proof of Proposition 4.5 follows that condition (iii) can be (virtually)
strengthened:

0 
= � ∈ Hom(Z�, X)⇒ (∀T ⊆ Z�, |T |�� ∃T ⊆ T ′ ⊆ Z�,

|T ′|�� and��T ′ 
= 0).

This applies in particular toX = Z. If this is the case we say that(�, �) ∈ p∗1 which is
equivalent to(�, �) ∈ p1 by the remark.

5. Embedding reduced products into reduced products

In this section we want to sharpen the condition Hom(Z�,Z�) 
= 0 from the last section
replacing non-trivial homomorphisms by monomorphisms.

Recall that a groupG is torsionlessif for any 0 
= g ∈ G there is� ∈ G∗ such that
g� 
= 0. This is equivalent to say thatG is isomorphic to the subgroup of some productZ�.
In a similar way we say

Definition 5.1. If G is a group and� is a cardinal, thenG is�+-torsionless, if all subgroups
T ⊆ G with |T |�� are torsionless.

This definition is also parallel to the notion of�+-free groups. We also express a new
properties for pairs��� of cardinals.

Property p+1 . The pair of infinite cardinals(�, �)with ��� satisfiesp+1 (we write(�, �) ∈
p+1 ) if Z� is not�+-torsionless. Again� ∈ p+1 stands for(�, �) ∈ p+1 .

We have an immediate

Lemma 5.2. If � is weakly compact, then� /∈p+1 .

Proof. If � is weakly compact, then� /∈pu3 which is equivalent to� /∈p1 by Propositions
3.3 and 4.4. Hence,� /∈p+1 is immediate. �

Lemma 5.2 also follows from Wald[27, Theorem B], see introduction. He argues differ-
ently and uses the weak compactness theorem for languagesL��, see[17, Section 32]. The
main theorem of this section is now the following.

Theorem 5.3. If ��� are cardinals such that2� = �+ and (�, �) /∈p+1 , then there is an
embeddingZ� ↪→ Z�+ .

Proof. By |Z�|=2�=�+ there is a continuous, increasing chain of subgroupsTi ⊆ Z� (i ∈
2�) of cardinality|Ti |<2�. Hence,|Ti |�� by 2�=�+, and theTi ’s constitute a�+-filtration
of Z�. We also may assume that|Ti | = � for all i ∈ �+.

The set�+×� ordered lexicographically has order type�+. Let � : �+ −→ �+×� be the
related order isomorphism and enumerateTi\{0} = {tj : j ∈ �} without repetition. From
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(�, �) /∈p+1 follows thatZ� is�+-torsionless, henceTi is torsionless and for anyj ∈ � there
is �ij ∈ T ∗i with 0 
= tj�ij ∈ Z. Now we replace(i, j) by k = (i, j)�−1 and�ij becomes
�k. Conversely, ifk ∈ �+, thenk�= (i, j) ∈ �+ × � andti�ij 
= 0.

We will use the following notation: Iff =∑i∈� fiei ∈ Z� thenf = f + Z<� and if

f ′ =∑i∈�+ fiei ∈ Z�+ thenf ′ = f ′ + Z<�+ . We will also replacef by g below.
If 0 
= f ∈ Z�, then we want to definef� = f ′ ∈ Z�+ . If f ∈ Ti , then there is

exactly onej ∈ � such thatf = f j , hencek� = (i, j) holds for exactly onek ∈ �+ and
f�k = f j�ij 
= 0 is an integer. Put

f ′k =
{
f�k if f = f j ∈ Ti for k�= (i, j),

0 otherwise.

We note that for anyf ∈ Z� follows f ∈ Ti for almost alli ∈ �+ (i.e. with possibly�
exceptions). Hence, the (second) 0-case in the displayed equation appears at most� times

and moduloZ<�+ it can be ignored. Otherwise,f ′k 
= 0, hencef� = f ′ 
= 0. So� is
well-defined and injective provided it is an homomorphism.

If f , g ∈ Z�, then there isj < �+ such thatf , g ∈ T ′i for all i�j and consider thekth
coordinatesf ′k, g′k of the corresponding imagesf�, g� for large enoughk. We have

f ′k + g′k = f�k + g�k = (f + g)�k

because�k is a homomorphism. The right-hand side, however, is thekth coordinate of the
image off + g, hence� is also additive. �

The propertiesp1 andp+1 are in most cases the same. To see this we repeat some natural
notations used in Section 4:

If f =∑
i∈� fiei ∈ Z�, then as above we writef = f + Z<� and will consider the

z-support[f ]z = {i ∈ � : fi = z} ⊆ �. Let f z = e[f ]zz be thez-component off based on
the characteristic functione[f ]z . Hence,f ∈ Pf =∏z∈Z e[f ]zZ ⊆ Z� is isomorphic toZ�

for some ordinal���. Recall thatU ⊆ Z� is a Specker groups if it is closed under those
characteristic function. Moreover, recall the stronger condition whenU is closed under
stretched copies of the Baer–Specker groups: Iff ∈ U , then alsoPf ⊆ U .

Lemma 5.4. Let��� be infinite cardinals.

(i) If 2ℵ0 �� andℵ0< cf �, then((�, �) ∈ p+1 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ p1).
(ii) (�, �) ∈ p1 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ p+1 .

Proof. (ii) is obvious. It remains to show((�, �) ∈ p+1 ⇒ (�, �) ∈ p1).
(i) Assume for contradiction(�, �) ∈ p+1 , (�, �) /∈p1.
By (�, �) ∈ p+1 the groupZ� is not�+-torsionless and there is a subgroupsT ⊆ Z� of

size� which is not torsionless. Hence, there is 0
= f ∈ T such thatf�=0 for all � ∈ T ∗.
For a pair of setsJ,K ⊆ � with |J | = |K| = � we also fix a bijection�= �JK : J −→ K.
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This map induces an isomorphism

�∗ = �∗JK : ZK −→ ZJ

(
h=

∑
i∈K

eihi −→ h�∗ =
∑
i∈J

eihi�

)
.

Also consider the canonical projection

�K : Z� −→ ZK


g =∑

i∈�

giei −→ gK =
∑
i∈K

giei


 .

From (�, �) /∈p1 follows (�, �) /∈pu3 (Proposition 4.4(ii)) and by Proposition 4.4(i) fol-
lows that any group 0
= G ⊆ Z� with |G|�� has a non-trivial dualG∗ 
= 0. We want
to use a non-trivial homomorphism fromG∗ to mapf to a non-trivial integer which will
be a contradiction. Thus, we choose a very homogeneous extensionG of T which allows
enough endomorphisms. We can chooseG arbitrarily only taking care of its size. Thus, pick
G ⊆ Z� subject to the following conditions:

(i) |G| = �, then (automatically) there is 0
= � ∈ G∗.
(ii) T ⊆ G.

(iii) f 
= 0= f� for all � ∈ G∗ (because��T ∈ T ∗ andf ∈ T ).
(iv) Z<� ⊆ G′ ⊆ Z� andG′/Z<� =G.
(v) G′ is closed under stretched Baer–Specker groups.

(vi) If eJ ∈ G′, n ∈ Z, then clearly�[f ]n�∗J [f ]n : Z� −→ ZJ and require that(�[f ]n�G′)
�∗J [f ]n ∈ EndG′, i.e. if g =∑i∈� giei ∈ G′, theng[f ]n�∗J [f ]n ∈ G′.

We note that this choice is possible but needs 2ℵ0 ��. Let h ∈ G′ with h� 
= 0 from (i).
By the above notations we haveh =∑

n∈Z e[h]nn ande[h]n ∈ G′ by (v). Moreover, let
F = {n ∈ Z\{0} : e[h]n� 
= 0}.

We now distinguish two cases. IfF is infinite, then define� : ZZ −→ ∏
n∈Z e[h]nZ by

en�= hn for all n ∈ Z (which extends naturally as required). But then(
∏
n∈Z e[h]nZ)� ⊆

G′, �� ∈ Hom(ZZ,Z) anden�� 
= 0 for infinitely manyn ∈ Z, contradicts thatZ is
slender.

Thus,F is finite. If F = ∅, then 0 
= h� =∑n∈F e[h]n� = 0 is a contradiction. Hence,
there is 0 
= n ∈ F with |[h]n| = �. Let J = [h]n. From (v) followseJ ∈ G′. We can
assume thath = eJ , henceeJ� 
= 0. Now we compose(�[f ]n�G′)�∗J [f ]n ∈ EndG′ and

�[f ]n�∗J [f ]n� ∈ G′∗. It follows that

f�[f ]n�
∗
J [f ]n�= e[f ]nn�

∗
J [f ]n�= eJ n� 
= 0

and this contradicts (iii). �

It follows the
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Corollary 5.5 (ZFC+GCH). Let ��� be infinite cardinals such that� is a successor
cardinal. ThenHom(Z�,Z�) 
= 0⇐⇒ Z� ↪→ Z�.

Proof. ⇐ is trivial. Conversely, from Hom(Z�,Z�) 
= 0 follows �+ = � and(�, �) /∈p+1
or the trivial case�= �, thus Theorem 5.3 applies.�

6. The norm of a group

Thenormsof a radical and of a group as defined in Göbel[14] provide a tool for inves-
tigating commutation of radicals with cartesian products. Recall that thenorm ‖G‖ of a
non-zero groupG is defined to be

‖G‖ =min{� : �= ℵfm or � is a cardinal with Hom(Z�,G) 
= 0}
if this cardinal (equivalently ifℵfm) exists, or‖G‖ = ∞ otherwise; here againℵfm is the
least measurable cardinal. It is an easy exercise, using a result of Balcerzyk and Hulanicki
(see[12, Vol. 1, p. 176, 177]), to prove that

G is cotorsion-free⇐⇒ ‖G‖>ℵ0. (6.1)

In this context we may remark thatG is strongly cotorsion-freeif and only if ‖G‖ ∈
{ℵfm,∞} (see[9]).

Observation 6.1. The norm‖G‖ of a group G is always a regular cardinal(whereℵ0 is
allowed).

Proof. If 0 
= � ∈ Hom(Z�,G), then by Observation 4.2 we can find an embedding
Zcf � ↪→ Z� such that the composite of the two maps is not 0 as well, hence‖G‖ must be
regular. �

Recall from Remark 3.2 that the classC is large, and if� = �ℵ0 ∈ C, then� ∈ pu2.
This is reflected in our next main result of this section, which will follow from previous
considerations, mainly from Section 4.

Corollary 6.2. Let� be a regular cardinal<ℵfm.Then‖Z�‖=� (or equivalentlyHom(Z�,

Z�)= 0 for all infinite cardinals�< �) if one of the following conditions holds:

(i) Hom(Z�,Z�)= 0 for all regularcardinals�< �.
(ii) For each regular cardinal� there is a cardinal� such that���=�ℵ0 < � and(�, �) ∈

pu2.
(iii) �= �+ is a successor and for all regular��� follows(�, �) ∈ pu2.
(iv) �= �+ and� ∈ ps2.
(v) �= �� with � a limit ordinal.

(vi) �= �+� for some ordinal� such that�� is not weakly compact.
(vii) (Assuming GCH) � is not a successor of a weakly compact cardinal.
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Remarks. Cardinals� with cf �=ℵ0 (including�=ℵ0) also belong to the list of cardinals
as in the corollary, but for more trivial reasons: The groupZℵ0 is algebraically compact
(see[12, Vol. 1, p. 176, 177]). Similarly, Z� is algebraically compact for cf� = ℵ0 by
Balcerzyk[2, Theorem 3]. Moreover, epimorphic images of these groups are cotorsion
(see[12, Proposition 54.1, Vol. 1, p. 234]). SinceZ� is cotorsion-free by Lemma 4.1(ii)
(� is regular), in these cases it follows automatically that Hom(Z�,Z�) = 0. The same
argument but using that algebraically compact groups are pure injective also shows that
Hom(Z�,Z�) 
= 0 if cf �= ℵ0. The assumption that� in the corollary is regular could be
removed, but the assumption cf�>ℵ0 is necessary as just seen.

While Corollary 6.2 deals with the problem Hom(Z�,Z�)=0 for cardinals�< �, also the
question for�> � is interesting (but not needed in our context): AssumingV =L, Donder
[8] showed that for any uncountable cardinals� the only�1-complete,�+-saturated ideal
on � containing all subsets of cardinality<� isP(�). (An idealE on � is �-saturated for
some cardinal� if and only if any setS ⊆ P(�)\E with X ∩ Y ∈ E for all X 
= Y ∈ S has
size<�.) Again assumingV =L, Wald[26] applied this and a result from Göbel et al.[16]
to show for cotorsion-free groupsGwith |G|�� follows Hom(Z�,G)=0. Finally, observe
that anyZ� (� regular uncountable) is cotorsion-free by Lemma 4.1(ii) and|Z�|=2�. Hence,
Hom(Z�,Z�)= 0 if ��2�.

Proof. (i) Follows from Observation 6.1 which shows that norms of groups are always
regular.

(ii) Follows from Lemma 4.7.
(iii) We want to apply Proposition 4.5 directly and replace(�, �) ∈ pu2 by (�, �) ∈ pu3

(Proposition 3.3(i)). If 0
= � : Z� −→ Z� for � = �+, then by Proposition 4.5(iii) there
is T ⊆ Z� with |T |�� and��T 
= 0. Hence, 0
= T� ⊆ Z�+ and also|T�|��. The

non-trivial groupT� is isomorphic to a subgroup ofZ�+ by Lemma 4.1 and(T�)∗ 
= 0,
thusT ∗ 
= 0 contradicts Proposition 4.5(ii).

(iv) From� ∈ ps2 follows (�, �) ∈ ps2 for all regular cardinals��� (Observation 3.7(i)).
Thus,(�, �) ∈ pu2 by Proposition 3.3(iii) and (iv) follows from (iii).

(v) If �< �, then put�=2� which satisfies�< �=�ℵ0 < � and(�, �) ∈ pu2 by Proposition
3.3(v). Hence, (ii) applies.

(vi) If �=�� is not weakly compact, then� ∈ ps2 by Proposition 3.3(x) and the corollary
follows for �+ from (iv).

(vii) If � is a limit cardinal then (vii) follows from (v). If� = �+ is a successor, then
� 
= ℵ0 and� is not weakly compact, so (vii) follows from (vi).�

Corollary 6.2 strengthens a theorem by Wald[27]. He uses that cardinals� that have
partitionsf : [�]2 → 2 which admit homogeneous subset of cardinality� must be weakly
compact. If� is not weakly compact, there is a familyfj (j <�) of functionsfj : j → 2
wherefj (i) = f ({i, j}) and if � ∈ �>2 setN� = {j <�|fj ⊇ �}. For any� ∈ �2 the set
N��� has cardinality<� for all large enough�<�. This sequence of sets is then used to
construct test subgroups ofZ� that correspond to our smaller test groupsTJ in Proposition
4.5. Wald’s method was also used in[6].

Assuming GCH we can characterize those cardinals which are group norms.
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Corollary 6.3 (ZFC+GCH). The following conditions for a cardinal� or �=∞ are equiv-
alent:

(i) There is a group G with‖G‖ = �.

(ii)

{ℵfm does not exist: �=∞ or �= �+, � is not a weakly compact.
ℵfm exists: �= ℵfm or �= �+<ℵfm, � is not a weakly compact.

(iii) �= ‖Z�‖ 
= ∞ or �= ‖Z‖ =∞.

Proof. If ℵfm does not exist and�=∞, then‖Z‖=∞ follows by definition of the norm and
Łoś’s theorem on slender groups, see[12, Theorem 94.1, Vol. 2, p. 161]and the corollary
holds in this case. Ifℵfm exists, then‖Z‖ = ℵfm follows by the same theorem andŁoś’s
observation that(Zℵfm )

∗ 
= 0 (see[12, Remark, Vol. 2, p. 161]or Proposition 3.3. Now
suppose that� 
= ℵfm is a cardinal (and not∞).

Then(ii )⇒ (iii ) follows from Corollary 6.2(vii) and(iii )⇒ (i) is trivial.
We want to derive (ii) from (i). We may assume that�>ℵ0. ThenG in (i) must be

cotorsion-free (see beginning of this section) and in particularG is torsion-free. From
(Zℵfm )

∗ 
= 0 also follows Hom(Zℵfm ,G) 
= 0 and‖G‖�ℵfm. If �= �+ is a successor of a
weakly compact cardinal�<ℵfm, then� /∈ps2 by Corollary 3.8 and also� /∈p+1 by Lemma
5.4, Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 3.3. From‖G‖ = � follows that there is a non-trivial
homomorphism� : Z�+ −→ G and by Theorem 5.3 there is an embeddingZ� ↪→ Z�+ .
The automorphism group AutZ�+ acts transitive on the pure elements ofZ�+ . We compose
the embedding by a suitable automorphism and obtain a new embedding� : Z� ↪→ Z�+
which does not map into the kernel of�. Thus,�� 
= 0 and‖G‖��< � is a contradiction.
Hence,� cannot be a weakly compact cardinal.�

7. Radicals of groups and their norms

The norm of a group is defined in Section 6. Now we add the notion of the norm of
a radical from[14], and we will relate the two notions. The norm‖R‖ of a radicalR is
the least cardinal� for which there exists a cartesian productX = ∏

�∈�X� such that
RX 
= ∏

�∈�RX�, or ‖R‖ = ∞ if no such cardinal� exists. Clearly,RX ⊆ ∏
�<�RX�

and always��ℵ0. Here is an obvious

Example 7.1. The torsion radical ist = RQ and‖t‖ = ℵ0.

We shall make crucial use of the following elementary result.

Lemma 7.2. For a regular uncountable cardinal�, let G := ∏red
�∈�G� be the reduced

product of a family of� groupsG�, and let H be any group of cardinality<�. Then

Hom(H,G)= 0⇐⇒ Hom(H,G�) 
= 0 for fewer than� values of� ∈ �.

Proof. By Lemma 4.1(ii), any homomorphism� : H → G lifts to a homomorphism
�′ : H →∏

�∈�G�; and every such�′ will map H into
∏<�

�∈�G� if, and only if, fewer than
� of the Hom(H,G�) are non-zero. �
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In order to relate the group norm to the radical norm it becomes important that the
factors of these reduced products are semi-rigid. This is an extra condition added to the next
examples. In order to find lower bounds for norms of suitable radicals‖R‖ we calculate
the norms of radicals defined by certain reduced productsG. This is possible in two cases,
which suffice for our needs.

TheradicalRG associated with a group Gis defined by

RGX =
⋂
{Ker�|� ∈ Hom(X,G)} i.e. RGX is the reject of G in X.

Definition 7.3. A family {G� : �<�} of groups is semi-rigid if Hom(G�,G	)= 0 for all
�<	<�.

Corollary 7.4. For a regular uncountable cardinal�, letG :=∏red
�∈�G�,whereG� (� ∈ �)

is a family of non-zero groups of cardinal|G�|<� which is semi-rigid. Then

RG
∏
�∈�

G� ⊆
<�∏
�<�

G��
∏
�∈�

G� =
∏
�∈�

RGG�.

Proof. By Lemma 7.2 each Hom(G�,G)=0, in other wordsRGG�=G�. ButRG
∏

�∈�G�
is contained in the kernel of the natural epimorphism

∏
�∈�G� −→ G, and this kernel∏<�

	<�G	 is already a proper subgroup of
∏

�∈�G�. �

Observation 7.5. The norm‖R‖ of a radical R is always a regular cardinal(whereℵ0 is
allowed).

Proof. If � is a singular cardinal then� = ⋃̇�<� I� where� = cf � is the cofinality of�;
here�<� and|I�|<� for all �<�. Any product over� can be written as a product over
� of products over theI�, hence‖R‖ must be regular. �

Our next Proposition 7.6 extends part of Corollary 6.2 to groups different fromZ; see
also Lemma 4.7.

Proposition 7.6. Let���<� be cardinals with� regular. Moreover, let (�, �) ∈ pu2 and

G=∏red
�∈�G� be a reduced product of a semi-rigid family{G� : � ∈ �} of slender groups

of cardinality<�. ThenHom(Z�,G)= 0.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there is a homomorphism 0
= � : Z� −→ G. Con-
dition pu2 is equivalentpu3 (Proposition 3.3(i)). By(�, �) ∈ pu3 and Proposition 4.5 there
is a subgroupT ⊆ Z� such that|T |��<� and��T 
= 0. The homomorphism��T
lifts to a non-trivial homomorphism�′ : T −→ ∏

�∈�G� by Lemma 4.1. It also follows
Hom(T ,G�) = 0 from Proposition 4.5(ii) and slenderness, thus�′ = 0 is a
contradiction. �
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Lemma 7.7. Let�<� be cardinals, � regular and suppose that(�, �) ∈ pu2 for all ���.
If G =∏red

�∈�G� is a reduced product of a semi-rigid family{G� : � ∈ �} of non-trivial
slender groups of cardinality<�, then the following holds:

(i) �+�‖G‖��.
(ii) If �= �+, then‖G‖ = �.

Proof. Clearly, (ii) follows from (i) and it remains to show (i).
By Observation 6.1 we can restrict ourself to regular cardinals� and apply Proposition

7.6. Hence, Hom(Z�,G)=0 for all regular���. By definition of norm follows�+�‖G‖.
There is an obvious embeddingZ� −→ G, thus also‖G‖��. �

The case of strongly inaccessible cardinals is particularly easy. Here we determine the
group, its inaccessible norm and the additional algebraic properties explicitly.

Proposition 7.8. If �<ℵfm is strongly inaccessible, then there is a reduced productG :=∏red
�∈� Z�� of norm‖G‖ = �.

Proof. Since� is a regular strong limit cardinal, there is an increasing sequence�� ∈
ps2 (� ∈ �) of regular cardinals with sup�∈� ��=�, see Proposition 3.3(ix). The correspond-
ing family of cotorsion-free groupsZ�� of reduced products is semi-rigid by Corollary 6.2.
We take the reduced productG=∏red

�∈� Z�� .AgainZ� ↪→ G, so� := ‖G‖�� and consider
�<� which is regular and let� : Z� −→ G be any homomorphism. Then 2�<� and by
Lemma 4.1(ii) we also have� : Z� −→ ∏

�∈� Z�� which induces� (modulo
∏<�

�∈� Z�� ).
There is also�0 ∈ � such that 2�<�� for all ���0, hence Hom(Z�,Z��)=0 for all���0
and�= 0 follows. This shows that‖G‖ = �. �

The other case comes from our work in the last sections on the norm of a group.

Proposition 7.9. Let�= �+ be cardinals. Then there is a reduced product of a semi-rigid
family {G� : � ∈ �} of slender groups of cardinality� such thatG =∏red

�∈�G� and the
group G has norm‖G‖ = � if one the following holds:

(a) � ∈ ps2.
(b) �= 2�<ℵfm for some cardinal� and� is not weakly compact.
(c) �<ℵfm is not weakly compact and�= �� for some ordinal�.
(d) ZFC+GCH�<ℵfm is not weakly compact.

Proof. Here we apply an old result about the existence of rigid sets of slender abelian
groups from Corner and Göbel[5], which utilizes Shelah’s black box. There is a rigid
system{G� : � ∈ 2�} of slender abelian groupsG� of cardinality�, see[5, Theorem 7.4
(b), p. 466]. We choose a subsystem of size�= �+.

(a) From� ∈ ps2 follows (�, �) ∈ ps2 (Observation 3.7(i)). Hence, Lemma 7.7(ii) applies.
(b) By Proposition 3.3(ix) and (x) follows� ∈ ps2, thus (a) applies.
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(c) Apply (b).
(d) Apply (c). �

Assuming GCH we have a characterization of those cardinals<ℵfm which are norms
of reduced products of semi-rigid families of groups; this stronger form of Corollary 6.3 is
needed for norms of radicals immediately.

Corollary 7.10 (ZFC+GCH). An infinite cardinal� is the norm of a group if and only if
it is the norm of a reduced product of a semi-rigid family of groups. This is the case if and
only if� is inaccessible or��ℵfm is a successor cardinal but not the successor of a weakly
compact cardinal.

Proof. The existence of groups for these two kinds of norms follows from Proposition
7.9(d) and Proposition 7.8. Conversely, from Corollary 6.3(i)⇒ (ii) follows that successors
of weakly compact cardinals are not norms of groups.�

If the radicalRG is associated with a groupG, then the group norm and the radical norm
are related by

Lemma 7.11. If G is an abelian group, then‖G‖�‖RG‖.
Proof (See also Göbel[14]). We write� = ‖RG‖. If � =∞, we have nothing to do. As-
suming that�<∞, by definition we may consider a cartesian productX =∏�∈�X� such
thatRGX 
= ∏

�∈�RGX�, thusRGX�
∏

�∈�RGX�. This means that there exist a homo-
morphism� : X→ G and an elementx =∑�∈� x� ∈∏�∈�RGX� such thatx� 
= 0. By
the minimality of�,RG commutes with

∏<�
�∈�,so� vanishes on the subgroup

∏<�
�∈�RGX�,

and therefore also on
∏<�

�∈� x�Z. Hence,� induces a non-trivial homomorphismZ� → G,
and this implies that‖G‖��. �

Observation 7.12.For any regular, uncountable cardinal�, letG� (�<�) be a semi-rigid
family of non-zero groups of cardinal<�, and letG=∏red

�<�G�. Then‖RG‖��.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 7.4.�

Theorem 7.13. (i) If H is a cotorsion-free group and|H |<ℵfm then‖RH‖�ℵfm is a
regular cardinal.

(ii )

{
(a) If ℵfm exists, then ‖RZ‖ = ℵfm.

(b) If ℵfm does not exist, then ‖RZ‖ =∞.

(c) ‖RQ‖ = ‖t‖ = ℵ0.

(iii) ZFC+GCH. If � = ℵ0 or �<ℵfm and� is either inaccessible or the successor of
a cardinal that is not weakly compact, then there is a group G such that|G|<ℵfm and
‖RG‖ = ‖G‖ = �.

Proof. (i) If H = Hℵ1/H(ℵ1) then Hom(H,H) = 0 H becauseH is cotorsion-free (and

ℵ1<ℵfm). It follows thatRHH = H , hence also(RHH)ℵfm = H
ℵfm . On the other hand,
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there is an epimorphism� : Hℵfm −→ H using the measure onℵfm, seeŁoś’s observation
[12, Remark, Vol. 2, p. 161]. WriteHℵfm as(Hℵ1)ℵfm and note thatH(ℵfm)� = 0. Thus,�
induces an epimorphismH

ℵfm −→ H and clearlyRH(H
ℵfm

) 
= H
ℵfm ,thus‖RH‖�ℵfm.

Moreover,‖RH‖ is regular by Observation 6.1.
(ii) From Lemma 7.11 follows‖Z‖�‖RZ‖. Moreover,‖Z‖ = ℵfm or ‖Z‖ = ∞ (see

the proof of Corollary 6.3), hence (ii) holds ifℵfm does not exist. Otherwise, apply (i) for
H = Z. (c) is well-known.

(iii) ChooseG from Proposition 7.6 or Proposition 7.8, thus‖G‖ = ��ℵfm. Moreover,
‖G‖�‖RG‖�� from Lemma 7.11 and Observation 7.12, hence equality holds.�

We note that GCH in Theorem 7.13 can be replaced by the weaker condition on cardinals
in Remark 3.9 as is immediate by inspection of the proof.

7.1. Rigid families of with prescribed norms

Propositions 7.8, 7.9, and thus Corollary 7.10 can be extended to fully rigid families of
groups. If� is a cardinal, then the family{GX : X ⊆ �} of groupsGX of cardinality� is
fully rigid if the following holds.

HomR(GX,GX′)�
{

Z if X ⊆ X′,
0 if X�X′.

We consider the case corresponding to Proposition 7.9 and let�= �+. Replace the fully
rigid family of slender groups of cardinality� in [5, Theorem 7.4 (b), p. 466]by a family
{GX� : X ⊆ �, � ∈ �} such that the following holds:

HomR(GX� ,GX′	)�
{

Z if �= 	, X ⊆ X′,
0 if � 
= 	 or X�X′.

The putGX =∏red
�∈�GX� . Then by the above and Proposition 7.9 follows the

Observation 7.14. If � ∈ ps2 and� = �+, then there is a fully rigid family of groupsGX

with ‖GX‖ = � for all X ⊆ �.

The case corresponding to Proposition 7.8 is very similar. Observation 7.14 can be trans-
ferred to radicals. We obtain a rigid family of radicalsRX = RGX

(X ⊆ �): If X ⊆ X′,
then there is an injective mapGX ↪→ GX′ corresponding to 1∈ Z for example. Thus,
RXGX′ =0. IfX�X′, then Hom(GX,GX′)=0 and thereforeRXGX′ =GX′ follows. Thus,
the familyRX of radicals has norm‖RX‖ = � (by Theorem 7.13) and is rigid in the sense
that for allX,X′ ⊆ � the following holds.

RXGX′ =
{

0 if X ⊆ X′,
GX′ if X�X′.
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8. Consistency results

We will use Fodor’s lemma[17, p. 59], but in a form often more useful (but also known).
For convenience we include the short proof.

Lemma 8.1. Let � be a regular, uncountable cardinal and{Ti : i ∈ �} be an increasing,
continuous chain of sets of cardinality<�. If S ⊆ � is stationary andf (i) ∈ Ti for all
i ∈ S, then there isj ∈ S such that

{i ∈ S : f (i) ∈ Tj } ⊆ �

is stationary.

Proof. Inductively choose bijectionshi : Ti −→ �i for ordinals�i such that the following
holds:

(i) If i < j , thenhi ⊆ hj .
(ii) If j is a limit ordinal, thenhj =⋃i<j hi .

(iii) The sequence of ordinals�i ∈ � (i ∈ �) is increasing continuously.

If j = 0, then choose any bijectionh0 : T0 −→ �0 = |T0|. If j = i + 1, then let
�j = �i + |Tj\Ti | be the ordinal sum and choosehj = hi ∪ h′j with a bijectionh′j :
Tj\Ti −→ [�i , �j ). Thus,�j ∈ � andhj (f (j))< �j from f (j) ∈ Tj , j ∈ S. Finally,
let h =⋃

i∈� hi andf ′ = h ◦ f : S′ −→ �; againh(f (j))< �j for all j ∈ S. The set
C = {� ∈ � : � a limit, �� = �} is a cub in�, thusS′ = S ∩ C is stationary in�. If i ∈ S′,
then�i=i andh(f (j))< j for all j ∈ S′. The mapS′ −→ � (i −→ f ′(i)) is regressive. By
the usual Lemma of Fodor[17, p. 59]this map is constant on a stationary subsetS′′ ⊆ S′.
There isj ∈ S′′ such thatf ′(i)= j for all i ∈ S′′. Thenf (i) ∈ Tj for all i ∈ S′′. �

We first note the following.

Lemma 8.2. If V =L[D] and D is a normal measure on�, then� is the only measurable
cardinal.

See[17, p. 361]for a proof. Moreover, we apply several known consistency results.
Recall the following.

Definition 8.3. A transversalof a setA of sets is a one to one mapT : A −→ ⋃
A with

T (A) ∈ A for all A ∈ A.

Theorem 8.4. (i) It is consistent with GCH and the existence ofℵfm thatℵfm is (strongly)
compact.

(ii) Assume(GCH+ℵfm is compact).

(a) For all regular cardinals� the following holds:

� ∈ pu2 ⇐⇒ � ∈ ps2 ⇐⇒ (�<ℵfm and � is not weakly compact).

(b) For all regular cardinals��ℵfm follows� /∈pu2 (thus� /∈ps2).
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(iii) Let V be a model of set theory and� ∈ V be a regular cardinal�ℵfm. If �+��<2�

andA ⊆ �, then there is a modelV ′ ⊆ V with GCH such thatA ∈ V ′ and V ′�� is
measurable.

(iv) If ℵfm ��<�+��<2�, then there is a model of set theory with� measurable and
V�(�, �) /∈ps2 and(�, �) ∈ pu2.

Proof. (i) is due to Magidor[21] which shows that the first measurable cardinal can be
compact. If one forces over a ground model containing a compact cardinal that satisfies
GCH, the generic extension satisfies GCH as well. A different proof was given recently by
Apter and Cummings in[1].

(ii)(a) If �<ℵfm is not weakly compact and GCH holds, then� ∈ ps2, thus� ∈ pu2
follows by Proposition 3.3(i), (iii) and (ix), (x), see also Observation 3.7 and Lemma
3.7. Conversely, if� ∈ pu2 then � ∈ ps2 by GCH (Remark 3.2) and�<ℵfm from
case (b).

(ii)(b) If ��ℵfm, then there is a uniform�1-complete ultrafilterD onP(�) becauseℵfm
is compact, see[17]. Thus,� /∈pu3 and by Proposition 3.3(i), (iii) follows (b). �

(iii) is well-known, see[17].
(iv) We apply (iii), hence� above is measurable. We haveℵfm �� regular, then there is

an�1-complete ultrafilter on� and� /∈ps2 follows from Proposition 3.3(v).
By GCH and�>ℵfm there is a stationary non-reflecting setS ⊆ �o =: {� ∈ �, cf �=�},

see[25]. LetA� be a ladder on� for each� ∈ S andAS ={A� : � ∈ S}. The setAS has no
transversal as follows immediately from the version of Fodor’s Lemma 8.1 above. On the
other hand, for every regular cardinal� the setA� = {X ⊆ � : |X|<�} has a transversal
as follows from the proof in[24, p. 1271]. (The proof is an induction on�<� for all sets
A�

� = {A	 ∈ A� : 	 ∈ � ∩ S} for any fixed stationary subsetS of � and enumeration
of A.)

Now choose a modelM = (�, P ,Q0,Q1, R, F,G) for propertypu2 with PM = S the
stationary set above,QM

0 = �, QM
1 = �, RM = {(�,	) : � ∈ A	,	 ∈ S} codingAS ,

FM : S × S −→ ⋃
A a 2-adic function such thatF(�,	) ∈ A� for all �<	 ∈ S which

is one to one in the first coordinate, i.e. if�<	< � and�,	 ∈ S, thenF(�, �) 
= F(	, �)
andGM : � × S −→ � another 2-adic function such that for each� ∈ S the sequence
〈G(n, �) : n ∈ �〉 = A� lists a ladder at� (without repetition). Thus,R(G(n, �), �) for
all n ∈ �. These functions exist becauseA� has a transversal. Suppose for contradiction
that� /∈pu2. ThenM has an elementary extensionM�N withQN

0 =QM
0 = � and there is

c ∈ N\M which is an upper bound, i.e. if� ∈ �, thenM��<c.
Note thatA�=F(�, c) is a ladder at� ∈ S. If � 
= 	 ∈ S, thenF(�, c) 
= F(	, c)and from

R(F(�, c), �) follows � ∈ F(�, c). We haveM�(∀x, y(P (x), x < y → R(F(x, y), x)))

from above, thus alsoN�(∀x, y(P (x), x < y → R(F(x, y), x))). In particular, from
M��<c follows N�R(F(�, c), �) for all � ∈ S. FromG and(N�R(b, �) → b ∈ A�)

follows that〈F(�, c) : � ∈ S〉 is a transversal, a contradiction. Hence,� ∈ pu2 and (iv)
holds. �

Finally, we add without proof the following claim which is similar to Theorem 8.4(iv)
but even stronger. The remark uses partially ordered Cohen sets (reals) and well-known
properties on Cohen forcing; here are references for pedestrians[3,20].
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Remark 8.5. (i) There are models ofV0 of set theory such thatV0��<�< � are cardinals
with � super compact�= �<�.

(ii) Let P =Cohen�,� andG ⊆ P be generic overV1=V0[G]. Then the following holds
in V1.

(a) No cardinals collapse.
(b) The cofinalities remain unchanged.
(c) ��2�.
(d) If ���< � andA ⊆ �, then inV1 there is a�-complete ultrafilterD onP(�) such that

for all X ⊆ �, X ∈ V0[A] eitherX ∈ D or �\X ∈ D.

(iii) In V1 follows from (ii)(d) that(�, �) /∈pu2.
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